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Jl Fundamental Identities.

The following method in 5 1 can be
proceded verbatin for more general and
even for multiply-connected domains,
but in this Note we suppose the bound-
ary of domain is the unit circle in
order to apply our results for the co-
efficient problem.

Ijβt $(Z) be a meromorphic, schlicht
and non-vaniβhing function in the exte-
rior of the unit circle !%| > 1, and
whose Laurent expansion about the point
at infinity is of the form

(i) = % +Σ
Then f(Z)= l/}(i/z)ls regular and sch-
licht in the unit circle \%\ < 1 and,
about the origin, i t can be expanded
in the form

(Z)

Let ΐ^(%)
Z of degree
condition

x + JL, «-,£.

,%
r
 ) be polynomial of

which satisfies the

(3)

Then, £,*,(£) is called the ''Faber's
polynomial

77
 of degree Ή* with respect

to <j,(κ) *
α )
 By means of the Cauchy' s

integral formula, we have

where <tf is an arbitrary point in the
circle \\\ < T . Making the change of
variable ζ, —%(%), we get, for suffi-
ciently large T «

(5) tM=ΰ

On the other hand, we can easily prove

by virtue of (3)
β
 Hence, substracting

(6) from (5), we have

Now, putting

and substituting (8) into (7), we
obtain

(9)

Since (9) holds for infinitely many
values of ΠAΓ if we take a sufficient-
ly large r , also does (9) hold good
Identically. After all, we have the
following fundamental relation:

(Z)

(10)

for an arbitrary ΛΛΛ , the logarithm
always denoting the branch which va-
nishes for ΛHΓ= 0 and z~ oo .

Putting l^i/Z, ,
and comparing the coefficients of both
sides of (10), we have

and in particular E ^ (0) = ^
 β

Differentiating (10) with respect to
and making use of the same reason as
above, we obtain

Z cf,Γ

§2. Some Applications to the Distortion
Theorems

Putting

( 1 ^ £<%) = <
fm/z

1
we g e t , from ( 1 0 ) ,

y ?v(0) v
\14y J[nr Π ί 2S/ = = : / i —•— - % m

If we consider a family of schlicht



functions If Cίζ,)} , satisfying IP^(O)|
^ Z (rK*=i

f
z, ) , we can prove the fol-

lowing distortion theorems

where in each relation the equality
sign holds only for the extremum func-
tions of the form f(%) = z/(ί^e

i<ii
%)

x
'

(oίt real). Especially, if we put
%= o , we obtain

for our family, which is the conjecture
of Bieberbach.

Now, we consider the function
star-shaped in the unit circle
Then, lg F ( x ) is expressed by the
formula of Herglotz:

f

<LfL(Θ)2O, J

and the inequalities

hold good. Hence, for our family we
get the distortion inequalities (15).
Prom the last inequalities, we obtaintai

If f(Z) is convex in 1̂ 1 < 1, we
can represent it as before:

Each equality sign holds only for func
tions of the form f c o = fc/Cl- e^*,)
(5 : real. Putting z= 0 , we can '
establish the coefficient theorem μj£ 1
for convex functions already proved by
various /**

and we get the following relations:

At the same time, we can, by means
of (18), derive the relation, obtained
by Marx,

w

which is sharpened than that obtained
by himself.

(*) Received September 3 0 , 1949.
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